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(1)            PV[V] – PV[K] = Land 
 





































































































































































































Month PV    t= 0 1          2          3            4          5          6            7          8          9            10       11       12          
Asset Value 100.00    ‐      ‐      ‐         ‐      ‐      ‐         ‐      ‐      ‐         ‐      ‐      108.00  
Construction Costs (75.00)     ‐      ‐      ‐         ‐      ‐      ‐         ‐      ‐      ‐         ‐      ‐      (78.00)   





Month PV    t= 0 1          2          3            4          5          6            7          8          9            10       11       12          
Asset Value 100.00    ‐      ‐      ‐         ‐      ‐      ‐         ‐      ‐      ‐         ‐      ‐      108.00  
Construction Costs (75.00)     ‐      ‐      (19.21)   ‐      ‐      (19.21)   ‐      ‐      (19.21)   ‐      ‐      (19.21)   




Month PV    t= 0 1          2          3            4          5          6            7          8          9            10       11       12          
Asset Value 100.00    ‐      ‐      ‐         ‐      ‐      ‐         ‐      ‐      ‐         ‐      ‐      108.00  
Construction Costs (75.00)     (6.38)   (6.38)   (6.38)     (6.38)   (6.38)   (6.38)     (6.38)   (6.38)   (6.38)     (6.38)   (6.38)   (6.38)     
































Return Summary Downside Expected Upside
Underlying Property ‐8.20% 8.00% 24.20%
Annual  Constr Draw ‐44.80% 20.00% 84.80%
Quarterly Constr Draws ‐18.27% 11.56% 43.24%
Monthly Constr Draws ‐16.02% 10.75% 38.94%
Deviation from E[IRR] Downside Expected Upside
Underlying Property ‐16.20% 0.00% 16.20%
Annual  Constr Draw ‐64.80% 0.00% 64.80%
Quarterly Constr Draws ‐29.83% 0.00% 31.69%
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EX ANTE SUMMARY MEZZANINE PREFERRED EQUITY JV EQUITY
LDIRR ‐ Pro Forma 17.7% 17.7% 17.7%
MPIRR ‐ Pro Forma 16.0% 16.7% 17.1%
DPIRR ‐ Pro Forma 19.4% 18.7% 18.3%
LDIRR ‐ Average 18.6% 18.6% 18.6%
MPIRR ‐ Average 5.2% 8.0% 8.1%
DPIRR ‐ Average 31.9% 29.2% 29.1%
Construction Loan ‐ Contractual 6.0% 6.0% 6.0%



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































                                                 
78  Actually, this will happen to the canonical returns in the ACP, QCP and MCP scenarios, which is what the index tracks and what 
the synthetic development investment mirrors. 
Ex Ante = Ex Post Ex Ante >> Ex Post Ex Ante >> Ex Post
Canonical Example Canonical Example Canonical Example
V0 106.93    V0 106.93    V0 106.93    
E[VT] 108.00    E[VT] 108.00    E[VT] 108.00    
rf + RP 8.00% rf + RP 8.00% rf + RP 8.00%
rf 4.00% rf 4.00% rf 4.00%
Leverage Ratio 4.00       Leverage Ratio 4.00       Leverage Ratio 4.00       
PV(E[VT]) 100.00    PV(E[VT]) 100.00    PV(E[VT]) 100.00    
PV[V]-PV[K] 25.00     PV[V]-PV[K] 25.00     PV[V]-PV[K] 25.00     
Vt 108.00    Vt 91.80     Vt 124.20    
Ex Post E[rC] 20.00% Ex Post E[rC] -44.80% Ex Post E[rC] 84.80%
Derivative Example Derivative Example Derivative Example
Index0 106.93    Index0 106.93    Index0 106.93    
E[IndexT] 108.00    E[IndexT] 108.00    E[IndexT] 108.00    
RP 4.00% RP 4.00% RP 4.00%
rf 4.00% rf 4.00% rf 4.00%
Leverage Ratio 4.00       Leverage Ratio 4.00       Leverage Ratio 4.00       
PV(E[IndexT]) 104.00    PV(E[IndexT]) 104.00    PV(E[IndexT]) 104.00    
Bond Invstmnt0 25.00     Bond Invstmnt0 25.00     Bond Invstmnt0 25.00     
Vt 108.00    Vt 91.80     Vt 124.20    






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































                                                 
83 Remember non‐unique returns may have multiple values depending on how the cash flows are forecasted. See Chapter 2 for more 
detail. 
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